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Cosmic Extensionalism “X”
Cosmic Extensionalism or Cosmic X”
is a new style of Art which was originally
founded by Jack Armstrong in 1999.
Armstrong was inspired by an ethereal
experience he had with the famous gem
stone known as the Black Star Sapphire
of Queensland. The stone is believed to
have magical powers. At the time he
destroyed all of his previous works.

Warhol
Naked

The Last Wizard

$110 million

Jack Armstrong's largest and most complex
painting. It's not only his grandest painting in
scale, but also created in the complete mastery
of the 'Cosmic X' art form he founded in 1999.

(72”W x 48”H)

$120 million

(24”W x 36”H)

Cosmic X is a genre of modern art styles
as is the famous genres of "Cubism" by
Picasso or "Pop Art” by Warhol. It was
originally founded as an organic art
movement and is singular by comparison.
Cosmic X requires the artist to become
the art they are creating, by feeling no
separation between the art itself. This
requires a unique state of mind to be
reached, connecting to a universal
presence, which Armstrong believes
exists in each being. It is this connection
that “creates the art, not the artist."
Each acrylic on canvas painting is
multi-layered but also includes his
personal touch. Armstrong’s hair,
fingerprints and DNA are present in all
of his paintings.
What is so appealing about the creative
works of Cosmic artist Jack Armstrong,
is the limited number of his paintings.
There are only 100 paintings in existence.
Jack also knew and worked with Andy
Warhol. In 2001, he painted “Warhol
Naked.” This incredible piece of art is a
touching tribute to his friend Andy.
Jack has stated that one the proudest
moments in his life was being dubbed
“The Last Wizard of art” by Warhol
himself.

Cosmic Starship
Harley
$50 million
Now own the "World's Most Expensive
Motorcycle." This custom painted Harley
Davidson V-Rod motorcycle was
purchased new by Jack Armstrong in
2009. It is truly amazing!
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Additional Jack Armstrong Art
Michael Jackson
Cosmic X Love Glove
$10 million
For the upcoming documentary film
“Mirroring Michael Jackson” Jack
created the World’s Most Expensive
Glove to honor the 10th anniversary of
the King Of Pop - Michael Jackson.

Michael Jackson
Cosmic Mirage Hat
$7 million
Jack Armstrong also created the
World’s Most Expensive hat. Both the
MJ glove and hat are made with actaul
gold! Perfect for any art collector.

Cosmic Cowboy
Boots
$6 million
Jack owned a perfect pair of 1968
Tony Lama boots and custom painted
them. The result is visually stunning!

Bugatti
Cosmic X
"Art Car"
$100 million
The ultimate luxury,
custom painted hyper-car!
Now you can own the ....
"World's Most Expensive Car"
This rare blend of exotic auto
and creative art, will be a
"Masterpiece!"
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Cosmic
Goddess
(36"W x 48"H)

Cosmic
Final Magic

Cosmic X
Humanity
(48"W x 60"H)

$50 million

$30 million
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Additional Jack Armstrong Art
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$12 million

Cosmic Girl
(30"W x 40"H)

$10 million
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Fire #733

Cosmic
Intel
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